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ABSTRACT

Using the vertical integration of the Synopsys environment, we analyze a $2 \times 2$ integrated optical switch obtaining a layer-0 abstraction used to analyze the impact of the design options on transmission performances of a PM-64QAM 600G channel in multi-hop routing in meshed optical networks. The optical switch is designed targeting the Analog Photonics Process Design Kit. The QoT degradation depending on the design option and on the choice for the transmission technique is assessed, taking into account the number of traversed switches. In addition, different routing techniques for the integrated optical waveguides of the $2 \times 2$ switches are investigated in terms of system performances.

The reported analysis is an example of comprehensive investigation carried out by abstracting the network elements starting from the component design up to the networking management. This approach is today mandatory to enable the maximum capacity in state-of-the-art optical networks. To face this challenging problem, Synopsys proposes a vertically integrated software environment for the design of optical communication systems with photonic integrated circuits: it is the integration of OptSim\textsuperscript{©} -optical communication system, OptSim Circuit -schematic-driven photonic circuit, OptoDesigner\textsuperscript{©} -mask layout, and RSoft component design tools.

These tools have proven to be reliable aids to virtually designing and estimating the performance of optical transmission systems and photonic chips.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of new photonic integrated circuits (PICs) as components for state-of-the-art optical networks requires an abstraction of the network elements from the component design up to the networking management.

For this reason, Synopsys proposes a vertically integrated software environment for PIC and system design. It is based on the integration between four software of the Synopsys suite, namely OptSim, OptSim Circuit, OptoDesigner, and RSoft Design Suite. RSoft provides an environment for the design and simulation of single components, which can be used as building blocks in OptSim Circuit, a schematic-driven simulator of photonic circuits. The behaviour of such photonics circuits when inserted in a complete communication system can be simulated and studied with OptSim, assessing the performance of the specific PIC design. Finally, OptoDesigner can interact with RSoft and OptSim Circuit to generate mask layouts.\textsuperscript{1}

In this work, we rely on such an integrated software environment to assess the impact on networking operations of design options for an optical switch in Silicon Photonics using Analog Photonics (AP) Process Design Kit (PDK) component library elements.\textsuperscript{2}
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2. BENES SWITCH BASED ON DOUBLE-RING RESONATORS

In this work we have studied a 4×4 Benes switch structure based on six elementary blocks: each of them is a 2×2 switch based on double-ring resonators that, whose OptSim circuit layout is shown in Fig. 1. This 2×2 circuit has two nominal working condition: cross and bar. First, we analyzed the input-output transfer functions of a single Double-Ring resonator (Fig. 2). The Silicon Photonics rings are 1.2 mm long, with $k^2=0.95$; according to the selected PDK, 8.4 V are required to move from the cross to the bar configuration.

![OptSim circuit for a single Double-Ring resonator.](image)

Following the analysis of the elementary building block, we moved to the simulation of the full Benes switch shown in Fig. 3 to fully characterize the routing behavior of this component for all the $2^6=64$ driving voltage sets. Transfer functions for all 16 input-output combinations are shown in Fig. 4.

3. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Simulations to determine the performance of a WDM systems routed using the switch were carried out using OptSim. The Benes switch model abstracted in the previous phase is now used to measure the impact of the proposed architecture. Time domain simulations of the whole chain, from transmitter to receiver, considers also all DSP needed at transmitter to spectrally shape the signal and at receiver to recover the information carried out (bits). Optical signals carrying PM-64QAM symbols are modulated at 32 Gbaud for a total net rate of 300 Gbps. At receiver side they require coherent detection: after analog-to-digital conversion at 2 samples-per-symbol (64 GSa/s) a proper digital signal processing is needed to recover polarization, frequency and phase in order to decode information. Performances are evaluated through brute force error counting over $2^{20}$ bits. To speed-up the analysis we considered an excerpt of a WDM system with 4 channels spaced at 100 GHz, as shown in Fig. 5.

In a 4×4 switch there are 24 possible routing states: all possible routing of the four wavelengths to any of the four outputs. On the other side, there are 64 switch states for the Benes structure, because of the 6
driving voltages, one for every elementary $2\times2$ switch, that can be set to cross or bar condition: some of these states generate equivalent routing. We measured the OSNR penalty for all the cases to select the best between equivalent ones. In Fig. 6 we report some of the cases, labeled with the output sequence: “2134” means $\lambda_2$ is on output 1, $\lambda_1$ is on output 2, $\lambda_3$ is on output 3 and $\lambda_4$ is on output 4. Analyzing all possible combinations we derived the penalties for each of the four channels for the best 24 combinations. This final results are reported in Fig. 7: the OSNR penalty is plot for the 24 best cases (labeled as voltage configurations, i.e. a decimal number obtained converting the logical 6-bit word determining the cross-bar state of each $2\times2$ switch). Colors refer to each of the four output port. The maximum OSNR penalty observed throughout all combinations is about 3.5 dB.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed, using realistic PM-QAM optical signals, the characteristics of a $4\times4$ Benes switch implemented in a Silicon Photonics platform, with numerical simulations performed using Synopsys OptSim and MATLAB. The

Figure 2. Simulated transfer functions of $2 \times 2$ switch based on Double-Ring resonators.

Figure 3. OptSim circuit for the complete Benes switch. The paths of signals at Inputs 1 and 3 are shown for the case with all driving voltages set to 0 V.
Figure 4. Transfer functions for all $2^4 = 16$ input-output combinations in one of the $2^6 = 64$ possible states of the Benes switch (all driving voltages set to 0 V, i.e. all rings in cross state. IN 1 $\rightarrow$ OUT 3, 2 $\rightarrow$ 4, 3 $\rightarrow$ 1, 4 $\rightarrow$ 2)

Figure 5. Spectrum of the 4 WDM channels considered in the system performance analysis.

procedure can be extended to Benes with more input ports, and, taking advantage of the vertical integration of Synopsys suite, it could span from the system/network simulation and optimization (OptSim) to the mask creation (OptoDesigner) with a selected PDK. Results show that the Benes switch introduces a maximum penalty of 3.5 dB.
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Figure 6. BER as a function of the OSNR for three exemplary combinations.

Figure 7. Comparison of OSNR penalty for the best 24 combinations.
